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Sammanfattning
Inom tillverkningsindustrin är sensorer i verktyg en möjliggörare för att utveckla tjänster, såsom
underhålls- och produktsupporttjänster, då sensorerna kan tillhandahålla data om verktygens
användning.
I denna studie har ett ramverk benämnt Utvärdering av beredskap för tjänstefiering utvecklats.
Med hjälp av ramverket kan tillverkande företag utvärdera om de profiterar av att utveckla nya
lösningar med högre servicegrad. Vid utvärdering av tjänstefiering bör ett företag inom
tillverkningsindustrin beakta följande tre faktorer; Värdeerbjudandets uppfyllande av kundbehov,
Marknadens acceptans av värdeerbjudandet och Intern förmåga att utveckla och leverera
lösningen. Denna studie visar att samtliga faktorer måste beaktas för en motiverad utvärdering.
Denna studie är baserad på en litteraturstudie om tjänstefiering inom tillverkningsindustrin och en
fallstudie om tillverkningsföretaget Atlas Copco Industriteknik. Studien visar att bristande
kunskap om kundbehov och marknadens acceptans av det nya värdeerbjudande som tjänstefiering
innebär utgör hinder för företag inom tillverkningsindustrin för att kunna utveckla
värdeerbjudande med högre servicenivå. Studien visar även att det av stor betydelse för
tillverkningsföretag att bedöma beredskap både internt och externt vid utvärdering av beredskap
för tjänstefiering.
Nyckelord: Tjänstefiering, PSS, produkt-tjänst, affärsmodell, tillverkningsindustrin
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Abstract
In the manufacturing equipment industry, sensors integrated in manufacturing equipment is a
prerequisite for higher levels of servitization, such as maintenance and product support services,
as the sensors can provide data of equipment usage.
In this study, a framework called Evaluation of readiness of servitization has been developed,
where manufacturing equipment companies can evaluate whether they benefit from developing
new solutions with a higher level of servitization. In the evaluation of servitization, a company in
the manufacturing equipment industry should consider the following three factors; Value
proposition’s fulfilment of customer needs, Market acceptance of value proposition and Internal
capabilities to develop and deliver the solution. This study shows that all three factors must be
considered for a justified evaluation.
The study is based on a single case study on the manufacturing equipment company Atlas Copco
Industrial Technique, and a literature review on servitization in the manufacturing industry. This
study shows that uncertainty about customer needs and market acceptance of the new value
proposition that servitization entails, constitute obstacles to develop new solutions with a higher
level of servitization. Thereby, it is of great importance to a manufacturing equipment company to
assess readiness both internally and externally when evaluating if they benefit from developing
new solutions with a higher level of servitization.
Key-words: Servitization, PSS, product-service, business model, manufacturing equipment
industry
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1 Introduction
In this chapter, the reader is introduced to the overall topic of the thesis. The underlying
background and problematization are presented, as well as the purpose of the study, research
questions and the contribution of the study.

Servitization in the Manufacturing Industry
During the past few years, manufacturing firms have begun to acknowledge servitization as a
strategy for achieving competitive advantage. The servitization of products is the aim of creating
value by adding services to products or even replacing a product with a service (European
Commission, 2017). As researchers have increasingly noted, servitization has advanced beyond
offering simple add-on services, such as phone support, to more complex high-value-added
services, such as product optimization or maintenance (Gebauer, et al., 2006). Firms such as Hilti,
Caterpillar and ABB have changed their business models by integrating services into their core
product offerings (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003).
An integrated combination of products and services, that delivers an increased value in use
compared to the two parts separately is called a product-service offering (Baines & Lightfoot,
2013). A product-service offering focuses on selling a functionality of a product. An example is
ABB’s “Robot as a Service”, where the customer can lease a robot for a monthly fee including
surveillance, remote optimization, service and repairs. According to ABB’s digitalization manager
Guidon Jouret, this kind of business model is only possible thanks to the digitalization of the
manufacturing industry that has resulted in better connectivity (Malmqvist, 2018).
Several factors have motivated the increased offering of industrial services. Product-service
offerings can lead to financial benefits in terms of higher profit margin and more stable revenue.
Increasing global competition and growth in alternative low-cost sources of supply affect the
manufacturing companies’ profitability in the developed world today (Parida, et al., 2014). Reports
made by OECD (2007) and Porter & Ketels (2003) suggest that manufacturing companies in
developed countries need to move up the value chain and compete on the basis on value delivered
rather than on the basis of cost. Thereby, product-service offerings give manufacturing companies
a strategic opportunity to secure long-term competitive advantage. Companies such as GE, IBM,
and Siemens secure a steady flow of revenue, even during economic downturns, by locking
customers into long-term service agreements. For example, GE aviation offers OnPoint Solutions,
which enables customers to create a customized combination of products and services to meet their
particular needs, including flexible financing options and service agreements to reduce financial
and operational uncertainty (Parida, et al., 2014).
Furthermore, adding service to physical products offers strategic benefits because of increased
inimitability. Products and processes have proved to be relatively easy to imitate by competitors,
whereas product-service systems (PSS) are less easy to replicate (Martinez, et al., 2010). A
product-service system is an integrated combination of products and services that delivers value
in use (Baines, et al., 2009). Industrial services enable manufacturing companies to achieve
product differentiation by customizing product-service offerings to meet diverse customer needs
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(Gebauer & Fleisch, 2007). In addition, adding service has been found to increase the market
attractiveness of the product component, leading to increased sales growth (Kohtamäki, et al.,
2013). Thus, industrial product-services offer manufacturing companies a strategic opportunity to
secure long-term competitive advantage.
Servitization in the manufacturing equipment industry is enabled by the increased incorporation
of sensors that provides data about the condition and usage of manufacturing equipment. The
collected data can be processed and analyzed to gain new insights and provides companies with
the opportunity to create new value adding services (European Commission, 2017). In this report,
connected manufacturing equipment is defined as manufacturing equipment that contain
embedded technologies enabling them to interact with other objects or external environment.
For a product-oriented business model, the manufacturer has a low level of servitization. The
revenue stream is largely based on product sales and spare parts and the ownership of the product
is considered as transferred to the customer. This is a transaction-based “production and
consumption” business model where the responsibilities of ownership lie with the customer. For a
service-oriented business model, which has a higher level of servitization, the manufacturer still
produces the equipment, but the ownership of the product is not necessarily transferred to the
customer. Instead, the manufacturer takes responsibility for equipment selection, consumables,
monitoring of performance and carrying out servicing and disposal. In return, the manufacturer
receives payment as the customer uses the capabilities that the equipment provides. This is a “value
in use” business model; the responsibilities for equipment performance lie with the manufacturer
who receive revenues as the customer uses the equipment (Baines & Lightfoot, 2013).
According to Johnson et al. (2008), many companies do not understand their existing business
model well enough to be able to reinvent it, and hence do not know when they can leverage their
core business and when success requires a new business model. Servitization has gained significant
attention in academia during the last decades as product providers increasingly has adapted new
ways of creating value for customers (Kastalli, et al., 2013). Transforming to a services-based
business model requires considering the underlying business logic of a division or product
carefully (Jovanovic, et al., 2016). Management literature is almost unanimous in suggesting to
product manufactures in developed countries to integrate services into their core product offerings
(Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003).
Making the transition from a product-oriented business model to becoming a service provider can
be challenging (Benedettini, et al., 2015) and manufacturers seeking to develop advanced productservice offerings have been recognized to encounter implementation problems. This problematic
is often based on the difficulty in changing organizational direction and focus (Kastalli, et al.,
2013). While product-oriented business models require understanding of the product technology
and aim at improving product performance, service-oriented business models require knowledge
of the customer’s business model and the challenges associated with the use of the product
(Raddats, et al., 2015).
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Problematization
There are no clear guidelines for how manufacturing companies can evaluate if they benefit from
developing their business model towards servitization. Several authors have claimed that a
“service paradox” exists – manufacturers appear unable to reap the gains they expect from service
because of the difficulty they face in making the transition (Kastalli, et al., 2013). This paradox
raises fundamental issues on what organizational conditions that are required to manage a
successful change of business model towards servitization. This gap in the literature is wellrecognized and there is a clear need to find more theoretical approaches to help managers identify
best-practice of how to develop new business models enabled by increased connectivity of
industrial manufacturing equipment (Angwin & Meadows, 2015).

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to investigate how a manufacturing equipment company can evaluate
if they benefit from developing their business model towards servitization to get an understanding
of which factors that affect the successfulness of a transition to a higher level of servitization.

Contribution of the Study
In the study, it is investigated what kind of services a manufacturing equipment company can offer
for manufacturing equipment that contain embedded technologies and thereby can share data about
its usage. In addition, the study addresses organizational conditions that are required to manage a
successful change to a higher level of servitization. The study thus contributes to an emerging field
of research on servitization by identifying key factors to consider when evaluating whether
servitization is beneficial for a company in the manufacturing equipment industry.

Case Study Company
Atlas Copco Industrial Technique is a division within the Atlas Copco Group, illustrated in Table
1. Industrial Technique supplies industrial power tools and systems, industrial assembly solutions,
quality assurance products, software and service to its customers in the manufacturing industry.
Industrial Technique holds a strong position as the leading joint technology provider across the
manufacturing process with the strongest positions in final assembly and body shop (Document9).
Atlas Copco Industrial Technique provides solutions for customers in the automotive industry and
general industry such as electronics, aerospace and appliances, maintenance and vehicle service
(Document11). The case study focuses on the business areas MVI Tools and Assembly Systems
(referred to as MVI) and Industrial Technique Service.
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Table 1. Atlas Copco Group’s organizational structure January 2018 (Atlas Copco Annual Report 2017)
BOARD AND DIRECTORS
PRESIDENT AND CEO
GROUP MANAGEMENT

(EPIROC)

BUSINESS AREAS AND CORPORATE FUNCTIONS
COMPRESSOR
TECHNIQUE

VACUUM
TECHNIQUE

INDUSTRIAL
TECHNIQUE

POWER
TECHNIQUE

MINING AND ROCK
EXCAVATION TECHNIQUE

DIVISIONS
Divisions generally conduct business through product companies, distribution centers and customer centers
Compressor
Technique Service

Vacuum Technique
Service

Industrial Technique
Service

Power Technique
Service

Mining and Rock Excavation Service

Industrial Air

MVI Tools and
Assembly Systems

Specialty Rental

Surface and Exploration Drilling

Oil-free Air

Semiconductor
Service

Portable Air

Semiconductor

Power and flow

Gas and Process

High Vacuum

Chicago Pneumatic
Tools

Drilling Solutions

Professional Air
Medical Gas
Solutions

Industrial Vacuum

Industrial Assembly
Solutions

Underground Rock Excavation

Rocktec
Rock Drilling Tools
Hydraulic Attachment Tools

Airtec

Production data from production lines is valuable for manufacturing companies to increase
awareness of production as downtime and fault assembly are expensive for car manufacturers.
MVI has increasingly integrated sensors in their tightening tools for critical tightening that enable
data collection from the performed operations on the production line. The data collected from the
tools is processed, packaged and sold to the customers as a program for data collection and analysis
that is developed at MVI’s headquarters in Sickla in Sweden.
MVI has acquired two companies as a part of their strategy to strengthen their position as a partner
for the development of customers’ smart factories. In 2005, MVI acquired an Italian company
called BLM specialized in quality assurance. In 2013, they acquired a German company called
Synatec specialized in error proofing solutions. The acquired companies’ products are sold under
the Atlas Copco brand, but the companies are operating as product companies, separated from the
development of assembly tools and production software that takes place in Sickla.
In 2017, MVI put major efforts into their marketing concept Smart Connected Assembly. The
concept offered a wide range of industrial products and services that supported the vision of
Industry 4.0. When the concept was shown to customers, the connectivity of the concept was
questioned as different components in the concept were not connected to each other. The reason
for this was that the different solutions were provided by different product companies and were
thereby built differently and could not communicate with each other. This insight aroused interest
in the challenges that a manufacturing firm faces when developing industrial products and services
that support the vision of Industry 4.0. Furthermore, the different software solutions were sold as
products in form of licenses. As academia promotes a range of expected benefits that encourage
manufactures to embrace servitization, it is of great interest to investigate how a traditional
manufacturing company such as Atlas Copco can embrace this opportunity.

Research Questions
In order to fulfil the purpose, the following main research question (RQ) has been created;
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RQ: How can manufacturing equipment companies evaluate if they benefit from developing their
business model towards servitization?
To answer the RQ, two sub questions (SQs) have been created:
SQ1: What kind of services for connected manufacturing equipment can a company in the
industrial manufacturing equipment industry offer?
SQ2: What are the pros and cons of servitization for Atlas Copco Industrial Technique?

Delimitations
This study primary emphases product firms in the industrial manufacturing industry, and thereby
service related to product manufacturing. Focus has been on business-to-business companies, other
barriers and challenges may exist for business-to-consumers companies. The study is performed
with a business perspective; no technical solutions are investigated in the case study. However,
during the study focus tended to be on integration of software as it was a critical issue for the case
company at the time the study was performed. The study focuses on how a manufacturing
equipment company can evaluate if they benefit from developing new solutions with higher
service levels. The study will not address how a new business model can be designed or
implemented. The case study is delimited to a single case study, which is complemented with a
literature review to make a comparison to other case studies of companies with similar
problematization.
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2 Literature Review
In this chapter, the theoretical background of the study is presented. To answer SQ1, the
phenomenon servitization is defined, followed by a review of what kind of services a manufacturing
equipment company can offer. Further, previous research on opportunities and challenges with
servitization is reviewed to answer SQ2. To answer the main research question, existing
frameworks for how manufacturing companies can evaluate if they benefit from developing their
business model towards servitization are studied.

Definition of Servitization
The phenomenon servitization was first presented by Vandermerwe & Rada (1988) in their article
entitled “Servitization of business: adding value by adding services”. Baines et al. (2009) define
servitization as ’the innovation of an organization’s capabilities and processes to better create
mutual value through a shift from selling products to selling Product-Service systems (PSS)’. PSS
are an integrated combination of products and services that delivers value in use (Baines, et al.,
2009). Tukker (2004) states that servitization is the transition selling pure products to selling pure
service offerings (Tukker 2004).
As the definitions of the included terms in PSS vary in the literature (Baines, et al., 2009), the
definitions used in this study are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Definition of key elements of a product-service system (Baines, et al., 2009)

Key elements of a product-service
system
Product

Service
System

Definition
A tangible commodity manufactured to be sold. It is
capable of “falling on your toes” and fulfilling a user’s
needs.
An activity (work) done for others with an economic
value and often done on a commercial basis.
A collection of elements including their relations.

Martinez et al. (2010) use the concept of a continuum to distinguish pure product and pure service
providers. Manufacturing firms move along the level of servitization axis as they incorporate more
services, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Servitization continuum: a view of the customer-supplier interface (Martinez, et al., 2010)

PSS studies appear in the literature of several academic disciplines including engineering,
management, design and environmental studies. Although its elements in essence and concepts are
similar across these disciplines, its research approaches and aims differ. While some researchers
refer to PSS as a “value proposition”, others see it as an “innovation strategy” to remain
competitive. Other researchers refer to PSS as a “concept, “form”, “structure” or “platform” from
which to innovate efficient “systems” and “models” for the benefit of the customer (Smith, et al.,
2014).
As explained above, PSS research evolves from varying perspectives and motivations. However,
there are a few common denominators. Firstly, it exists a common understanding that the provision
of services plays an important part in gross domestic product growth of most industrial industries.
Traditional manufacturing firms find that their revenues are dominated by their services in
comparison to their manufactured products. Secondly, a common denominator is the concept of
the firms’ offering as an integrated view of material (tangibles) and non-material (intangibles)
components with the collective aim to fulfil customer needs. Lastly, researches across disciplines
recognize that PSS could change how firms produce and how customers consume. The underlying
assumption is that the customer’s value of a product lie in the benefits they attain from the product
instead of product ownership. This indicates that the provider can change focus from selling the
product to selling the benefits that the product provides as a service. In other words, the customer
purchases “utility” as an outcome instead of the “function” of the product (Smith, et al., 2014).
Many PSS classifications exist in the literature. For example, Tukker (2004) classifies PSS into
five different types, as shown in Figure 2. The different categories are described in Table 3.
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Figure 2. Main and sub-categories of PSS (Tukker, 2004)
Table 3. Categories of PSS models (Clayton, et al., 2012)

PSS model
Product-oriented PSS

Use-oriented PSS

Result-oriented PSS

Description
The ownership of the tangible product is considered as transferred
to the customer, and a service arrangement is provided to “ensure
the utility” of the artefact over a given period of time.
The ownership of the tangible product is retained by the service
provider who sells the “function” of the product to the customer,
such as leasing equipment.
The service provider sells results or capacity. Companies offer a
customized mix of services where the producer maintains
ownership of the product and the customer pays only for the
provision of agreed result. Typical examples of result-oriented
services are “Selling the copying” by Canon and Xerox or “Selling
the power-of-the-hour” by Rolls Royce’s engine service.

For a product-oriented PSS, the manufacturer has a low level of servitization. The manufacturer
produces the equipment and is rewarded financially when the customer purchases the equipment.
The customer then has to monitor performance of manufacturing equipment and provide the
necessary consumables (e.g. fuel, lubrication, tires). If a problem arises, the customer has to
arrange maintenance and repair. This can be performed by either the customer themselves, the
original manufacturer or an independent repair shop on the customer’s behalf. In the end of the
product’s lifecycle, the customer has to replace it and take care of the old product. This is a
transactional-based ‘production and consumption’ business model where the responsibilities of
ownership lie with the customer. The revenue stream for the manufacturer is largely based on
product sales and spare parts (Baines & Lightfoot, 2013).
For a use-oriented or result-oriented PSS, the manufacturer still produces the equipment, but the
ownership of the product is not necessarily transferred to the customer. Instead, the manufacturer
takes responsibility for equipment selection, consumables, monitoring of performance and
carrying out servicing and disposal. In return, the manufacturer receives payment as the customer
uses the capabilities that the equipment provides. This is a ‘value in use’ business model; the
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responsibility for equipment performance lie with the manufacturer who receive revenue as the
customer uses the equipment (Baines & Lightfoot, 2013).
Parida et al. (2014) describe different levels of servitization for manufacturing companies
presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Examples of different levels of servitization (Parida, et al., 2014)

Opportunities with Servitization
A highlighted opportunity with servitization is the increased value added to the customer (Baines,
et al., 2009). A higher level of servitization entails development of deeper customer centric
relationships as seen in Figure 1, which increase loyalty and brand image. PSSs drive increased
flexibility and better quality by use of innovative technology, orientation to customer needs and
customized offerings. Customers are demanding more services due to increasing technological
complexity that leads to higher specialization (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003). Another aspect is the
lower environmental impact that servitization entails due to longer product lifecycles and reduced
total life cycle costs. Since the manufacturer has responsibility for the total life cycle cost, it creates
an incentive to use products more efficiently (Baines, et al., 2009). Further, product-service
offerings are a sustainable advantage as it is more difficult to imitate compared to product
offerings. In general, services have higher profit margins than products and provide a more stable
source of revenue as they are resistant to the economic cycles that drive investment and equipment
purchases (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003).

Challenges with Servitization
Transforming from product manufacturer into service provider constitutes a major managerial
challenge. Services require organizational principles, structures and processes new to the product
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manufacturer. Not only are new capabilities, metrics and initiatives needed, but also the emphasis
of a changed mind-set from the understanding of values; for a service provider, value is attained
from the use of an offering aiming at achieving customer goals (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003).
Most manufacturing firms provide services to sell and support their products. Those services,
however, have traditionally grown in different parts of the organization, are fragmented and
considered an unprofitable necessity to sell the product (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003). In theory, the
implementation of PSS leads to higher revenue and margins, but in practice, it takes time to build
up profitability (Neely, 2008). The adoption of a new product-service strategy requires investments
in such as the acquisition of new peoples’ skills, capabilities and technologies, etc. (Smith, et al.,
2014). Therefore, in the shorter term, it might be challenging for organizations to make huge
revenues out of a new PSS transformation; it may only be in the longer term that a new PSS
strategy delivers on its promises.
A case study made by Parida et al. (2014) on eleven Swedish and Finnish manufacturing
companies has identified distinctive capabilities that successful case companies developed to
facilitate the transition to a product-service orientation. The investigated companies were Volvo
Construction Equipment, GKN Aerospace, Ericsson, Sandvik Coromant, Volvo Cars, LKAB,
Bosch Rexroth AG, Gestamp Hardtech, Outotec, Metso, and ABB Robotic. All of them are well
known for having long experience in offering diverse portfolios of product-service offerings.
Figure 4 shows a result of the case study, suggesting that add-on services is a necessary steppingstone to becoming a services-oriented company, but add-on services are not sufficient to drive
revenue growth. Parida et al. (2014) claim that a throughout and comprehensive organizational
transformation is required to generate significant financial value from servitization.

Figure 4. Relationship between product-service business models and financial performance (Parida, et al., 2014)

Product-Service Capabilities
As previously mentioned, several authors have claimed that a “service paradox” exists –
manufacturers appear unable to reap the gains they expect from service because of the difficulty
they face in making the transition (Kastalli, et al., 2013). This paradox raises fundamental issues
on what organizational conditions that are required to manage a successful change of business
model towards servitization.
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The study made by Parida et al. (2014) identifies four key capabilities that are common to
successful product-service providers; Business model design, Network management, Integrated
development and Service delivery network management. These four key capabilities and key
actions or activities to develop these capabilities are further described in Table 4.
Business model design represents a key challenge for companies making the transition to
becoming a service provider. Creating and capture value from product-service offerings requires
designing an attractive business model by understanding customers’ challenges and
communicating a value proposition that meets customers’ needs. This requires the company to
develop a value-driven marketing approach, for example by using demonstrations or calculations
to communicate financial benefits that show how customers can achieve savings by buying
product-service offerings instead of standalone products or services. A pricing structure that
reflects the generated value by customers can be difficult, especially when the pricing structure
conflicts with customers’ expectations. Sometimes customers expect certain services to be
provided for free or at minimum cost which can be problematic in terms of commercializing
services (Parida, et al., 2014).
Parida et al. (2014) recommend companies to arrive at appropriate prices that balance risks and
revenue-generation possibilities by evaluating competitors’ pricing plans and take inspiration from
pure service industries, such as telecom, banking, and insurance. Value capturing agreements
should provide a high level of customization and flexibility, allowing a company to charge
premium prices and enhance customer satisfaction. Breaking down payments over time in
subscriptions is a major financial challenge, but it also has benefits, as it ensures long-term
commitment from customers and a steady flow of revenue.
The second key capability mentioned by Parida et al. (2014) is network management, which is
needed to build a better understanding of partners’ businesses and motives to ensure good
collaboration. Offering integrated product-service solutions requires effectively managing
relationships with new and existing partners (Parida, et al., 2014). In a study by Martinez et al.
(2010) on challenges experiences by UK manufacturing companies when transiting to productservice providers, supplier relationship is identified as a key issue.
The third key capability is integrated development. For manufacturing companies, product
development is typically the core focus. An integrated offering requires that the product and
service components are well integrated during the research and development stages. An important
condition for an integrated development process is the integration of customers’ inputs early in the
ideation phase. In addition, product-service offerings offer opportunities to capture information
about the product in use which can be beneficial for improvements (Parida, et al., 2014).
A fourth key capability is service delivery network management; the service delivery network
includes dealers, distributors, service partners, and is significantly different for product-service
offerings. A challenge is the lack of qualified service delivery partners on a global market, as well
as service delivery competence of the sales representatives (Parida, et al., 2014). The lack of
organizational responsiveness can inhibit provision of integrated offerings (Martinez, et al., 2010).
Further, multiple touch points are required between provider and customer which can cause issues
in terms of misunderstandings of new contacts. Martinez et al. (2010) also mention strategic
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alignment as a key issue for success as internal cooperation, common language and alignment of
mind-sets are vital for a successful transformation. Therefore, an organizations’ performance
metrics should measure the organizations’ collective ability to develop and deliver product-service
offerings. Manufacturing based metrics are not suitable for measuring product-service provision
(Martinez, et al., 2010).
Table 4. Learning activities for developing capabilities to provide industrial product-services (Parida, et al., 2014)
Capability

Capability Dimensions

Activities to Develop Capabilities

Business model design

• Focus on a value-driven marketing approach
• Adopt a value-based pricing strategy
• Develop risk- and revenue-sharing
agreements
• Increase focus on flexibility and customization

• Revise internal outlook toward selling a solution
rather than products or services
• Establish brand image as a provider of productservices through marketing activities
• Build internal tools and demonstrators to help
customers visualize financial and other benefits
• Increase focus on developing risk- and revenuesharing agreements that consider delivery
partners’ and customers’ interests
• Focus on increasing possibilities for customization
by adding room for flexibility in the agreements
• Explore new payment approaches considering
creative and unorthodox solutions

Network management

•
•
•
•

• Map competence and resource needs to offer
diverse product-services
• Identify potential partners inside and outside the
value chain
• Develop partner knowledge to understand their
goals and motives
• Engage in joint exploration projects to identify
mutually beneficial offers
• Designate formal roles to manage relationships
with partners
• Engage in formal and informal meetings with
partners to deepen relationships and build
commitment

Integrated development

• Link disconnected development processes
• Enhance potential to capture customer needs
• Use product-in-use information (e.g., remote
diagnostics)

• Connect service development process with
established product and technology development
processes
• Revise ideation focus toward identifying customer
needs and potential solutions rather than ideas for
products or services
• Implement systems to capture and integrate
product-in-use information during development

Service delivery network
management

• Extend involvement of delivery partners
• Facilitate transition of delivery partners
• Train and recruit front-line sales and
engineering staff
• Develop support strategy for delivery partners

• Introduce process to identify attractive delivery
partners with appropriate competencies,
resources, and customer segments
• Support delivery partners with incentives and
opportunities for growth
• Implement training programs for delivery partner
staff to sell and deliver services
• Develop support material for service delivery
network partners

Involve new and existing partners
Develop partner understanding
Align partner incentives
Establish relationship management unit

Evaluate Readiness for Servitization
There is only a handful of articles about how manufacturing companies can evaluate if they benefit
from developing their business model towards servitization. Some of the leading researchers in the
field of servitization state that a critical success factor in the shift to servitization is to assess
readiness of an organization and market.
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According to Martinez et al. (2018) there are four steps to assess the readiness of an organization
and market;
1. Clearly define the service value proposition and confirm that it is appealing to all parties
involved in its delivery.
2. Set, define and communicate a compelling business case for your customers – how will
your proposed service help them achieve their goals?
3. Identify and run a prototype or pilot to evaluate: (i) the appeal of the value proposition; (ii)
the effectiveness of the business case; (iii) the readiness of your customers to consume the
service; (iv) the readiness of your organization and your ecosystem partners to deliver the
service.
4. Evaluate the results of the pilot to confirm whether the new service creates more value for
your customers than previous solutions.
Kowalkowski & Ulaga (2017) provide a guideline for how to shift business from a product-centric
to a service-centric model by a twelve-step roadmap, presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. A roadmap for service strategy (Kowalkowski & Ulaga, 2017)

However, established companies should not undertake business model innovation lightly. New
products that disrupt competitors can be created without changing business model. Business model
reinvention should only pursue if the company is confident that the opportunity is large enough to
warrant the effort (Johnson, et al., 2008).
A successful business model has three components; customer value proposition, profit formula
(consisting of revenue model, cost structure, margin model and resource velocity) and key
resources and processes (Johnson, et al., 2008). To determine whether a company should change
its business model, Johnson et al. (2008) advise the following three steps. First, articulate what
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makes your existing model successful, for example how does it help customers to solve a
fundamental problem in a given situation? Secondly, watch for signals that your model needs
changing, such as tough new competitors. Lastly, decide whether reinventing your model is worth
the effort. The answer is yes only if the new model changes the industry or market.
Johnson et al. (2008) mention Hilti as an example of a company that has avoided commoditization
by turning products into a service. Instead of selling tools at lower and lower prices, Hilti provides
a “just-the-tool-you-need-when-you-need-it, no-repair-or-storage-hassles” service. Moving to a
lease/subscription model to generate revenue required a shift in assets from customers’ balance
sheets to its own. For a monthly fee, customers could have a full complement of tools, with repair
and maintenance included. Hilti’s profit formula was completely changed: the revenue stream
(pricing, the staging of payments, and how to think about volume), the cost structure (including
added sales development and contract management costs), and the supporting margins and
transaction velocity. Thereby the change of customer value proposition required a shift in all parts
of Hilti’s business model (Johnson, et al., 2008).
A great challenge for Hilti when shifting its focus from manufacturing and distribution to service
was to train the salesforce. The leasing required new people, more robust IT systems and other
new technologies to be able to handle fleet management. Additionally, Hilti needed a process for
maintaining large resources of tools that required warehousing, an inventory management system,
and a supply of replacement tools (Johnson, et al., 2008).
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3 Methodology
In this chapter, the methodology used to answer the research questions and meet the aim of
identifying important factors to consider when evaluating the benefits of changing business model
from selling products to services is described. The research design used for this study is presented,
as well as the methods used for empirical data collection and analysis. At the end of this chapter,
the research quality of the study is assessed.

Research Design
The research design is a framework for generating empirical data to answer the research questions
and fulfil the purpose (Bryman, 2011). The research design used for this study is illustrated in
Figure 6.
The study was divided into four phases. Phase 0 involved 1.5-year master studies at KTH with
courses in industrial engineering and management, and a full-time internship at the case company
for six months. Phase 1 consisted of secondary data collection and empirical data collection using
an inductive approach as initial findings guided further empirical data gathering and theoretical
positioning. In Phase 2, important factors related to servitization were listed based on the data
obtained from the secondary data collection in Phase 1. Further, the listed factors together with
empirical data conducted from the case study constituted the basis for the analysis that was
performed in Phase 2. The results of the analysis in Phase 2 formed the basis for further data
collection through interviews in Phase 3. The interviews in Phase 3 were conducted to validate the
findings and dig deeper into the results. In addition, supplementary secondary data collection was
made based on gained understanding from Phase 1 and 2. Finally in Phase 3, conclusions were
drawn based on the results of the data collection and the analysis.
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Figure 6. The research design of the study

The study was performed on the phenomenon servitization in the context of the manufacturing
industry as illustrated in Figure 7. The context was represented by a case study on Atlas Copco
Industrial Technique. The phenomenon was studied trough an organizational perspective.

Perspective
Context
Phenonomenon

Figure 7. Research structure

3.1.1 Secondary Data Collection
A literature review on the phenomenon servitization and factors that affect the successfulness of a
transition from being a product provider to a service provider was performed. The goal of the
secondary data collection was 1) to identify what was already known in the research area, 2)
identify relevant concepts and theories, 3) identify important disagreements, 4) identify
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contradictions and inconsistencies, and finally, 5) identify a research gap in the existing literature
that this study can fill in order to contribute with new findings in the research area.
The databases used for searches were Google Scholar, Scopus and Web of Science Core
Collection. These databases were chosen as they gather articles with topics within relevant subjects
such as civil engineering and social science. The used search strategy of keywords is listed in Table
5. When evaluating which sources to read, a critical criterion was number of citations. Further, the
publishing date, the transparency of the research design and the purpose of the sources were also
considered.
Table 5. Search strategy for secondary data collection in Phase 1

Database

Search phase

Google Scholar

Scopus

Scopus

Web
of
Collection

science

Number of results (Selected
number of results)
Servitization OR Servitisation 210 (11)
AND "PSS" OR "product-service
provider" OR "product service
provider" AND "big data"
Servitization OR Servitisation
91 (23)
AND "PSS" OR "productservice provider" OR "product
service provider"
Servitization OR Servitisation 2 (2)
AND "PSS" OR "product-service
provider" OR "product service
provider" AND "big data"
Core Servitization OR Servitisation 12 (3)
AND "PSS" OR "product-service
provider" OR "product service
provider"

3.1.2 Empirical Data Collection
A single case study was performed to collect empirical data that could question or verify the results
of the secondary data collection. A case study was chosen because it is a suitable method when
there is limited theory in the research area (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015). There are a limited number
of frameworks explaining how a company can evaluate whether a transition to servitization as a
new business model is beneficial. Therefore, a case study is appropriable, as it allows for
serendipitous findings and made it possible to discover new dimensions of a complex
phenomenon.
A case study of one company was chosen because it generates detailed empirical data where
reality's complexity is better captured than if a small amount of data is collected in many different
cases. A single case study enables a deeper understanding of the exploring subject during the given
timeframe of five months. However, it is important to remark that a multiple case study would
have nuanced the conclusions that have been drawn in this study and thereby increase the
robustness and validity of this study. The literature review performed in this study considered other
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case studies of companies with similar problematization in order to increase the generalizability
of this study.
Atlas Copco Industrial Technique, a division of the Atlas Copco Group that sells industrial
manufacturing equipment was selected for the case study. The choice of Atlas Copco as the studied
case company was justified for several reasons. Atlas Copco is a leading multinational equipment
manufacturer and has thereby an established customer base and a long tradition of manufacturing
and is thus likely to encounter a diverse set of challenges and opportunities related to a change of
business model.
Furthermore, Atlas Copco has traditionally sold pneumatic tools developed for the automotive and
aerospace industries. Over the years, products manufactured include assembly systems, industrial
power tools, quality assurance products and various types of software (Document11). The
managers of the motor vehicle industry department at Atlas Copco understand the importance of
being at the forefront of data collection and data analysis. Customers within the motor vehicle
industry are increasingly demanding complex and comprehensive solutions and therefore the
managers are interested in spending time to contribute to the collection of the required data as this
study can provide valuable new insights. The motor vehicle industry that Atlas Copco serves is
embracing the current trend of automation and data exchange in manufacturing technologies, often
referred to as Industry 4.0. The new trend put pressure on Atlas Copco to increasingly invest in
software development and thus faces new business opportunities.
Although the fact that Atlas Copco has a track record of innovations they are now having some
organizational challenges when it comes to embracing the possibilities of Industry 4.0. Atlas
Copco has traditionally been a hardware company and when the case study was performed, the
organization lacked a clearly stated software strategy on how they will develop solutions to meet
new customer demands related to Industry 4.0. Atlas Copco is a great subject for research because
it is a product company that is in the beginning of the process of exploring the opportunities that
servitization has to offer.
I was present at Atlas Copco daily during Phase 1, from February to Mars, when the data collection
was performed. This enabled me to get an understanding of Atlas Copco’s current way of working,
organizational structure and corporate culture. During Phase 1, four interviews listed in Table 6
were conducted as well as 24 different observations at meetings and eleven informal interactions
with employees at Atlas Copco where valuable information related to the research subject were
exchanged. Secondary material was collected from Atlas Copco’s public homepage, internal file
storage system and by e-mail sent by contacts at Atlas Copco.
A system of references has been established to be able to provide a transparent presentation of the
empirical data collected in the case study. The reference system is later used in the analysis of the
empirical data and each interpretation is referenced to the raw data source on which the
interpretation is built. Each data source is coded to keep interviewees anonymous and not reveal
business sensitive issues from the empirical material. The full description of the raw data sources
can be found in Appendix 1, Appendix 2, Appendix 3, Appendix 4 and Appendix 5.
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The raw data sources are abbreviated as follows:
• InterviewX – Interview (X corresponds to a number of the data source)
• ParticipantObservationsX – Participant observation at formal meetings (X corresponds to a
number of the data source)
• InformalInteractionX – Informal interaction (X corresponds to a number of the data source)
• DocumentX – Documents used as secondary sources (X corresponds to a number of the data
source)
• RespondentX – Respondent (X corresponds to a number of the data source)
3.1.2.1 Empirical Data Collection in Phase 1
In Phase 1, the interviews were chosen with the aim of covering the knowledge and experience of
a wide range of respondents with different roles within the case company. The aim was to get an
overall view of Atlas Copco’s current situation by understanding existing challenges and
opportunities related to the current business model and on-going projects.
Table 6. Interviews conducted in Phase 1

Code
Interview1

Respondent
Respondent27

Interview2

Respondent28

Interview3

Respondent20

Interview4

Respondent32

Job title
Team
leader
Data
Driven
Services
Regional Sales
Manager US

Purpose of interview
To understand how Atlas Copco uses data
from manufacturing equipment to develop
data driven services.
To understand how Atlas Copco sells tools
and software to its customers today and what
improvement opportunities are available.
Team Manager To understand the technical limitations of the
Application & current software solutions and the historical
Server Software reasons behind it.
R&D
Business
Line To understand how Atlas Copco sells tools
Manager, MVI and software to its customers today and what
Nordic
improvement opportunities are available.

The interviews were semi-structured, which means that they have a pre-set agenda and
questionnaire only to a certain extent. The interviewee is therefore given the opportunity and
encouraged to come with its own opinions and sometimes let to freely elaborate around the subject.
In this way information could be collected that otherwise may have been lost (Mcintosh & Morse,
2015). The questionnaire was adapted to each interviewee depending on their personal expertise.
The interviews lasted between 30 minutes and 2 hours. All interviews were recorded and
transcribed. Additional clarifying questions were asked to gain further insights if it was
appropriate. The list of coded respondents present in this study appears in Appendix 1, and a list
of the interviews can be found in Appendix 2.
Participant observations were performed with the objective to understand the organization's
internal culture and processes and to build a network within Atlas Copco to identify which
employees that were interesting to interview. The participation in meetings was in most cases
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passive. I participated in the meeting but most often only as an observer. When I was new to a
meeting crowd, I gave a brief presentation about myself and my research project and its
background. I took notes during the meetings if there was any relevant information mentioned.
Participant observations and informal interactions were made between January and Mars 2018.
The list of coded participations and informal contacts and their descriptions are listed in Appendix
3 and Appendix 4.
3.1.2.2 Empirical Data Collection in Phase 3
In Phase 3, the interviews were chosen with the aim of clarifying and develop the findings in
Phase1. Interviews conducted in Phase 3 are presented in Table 7.
Table 7. Interviews conducted in Phase 3

Code
Interview5

Respondent
Respondent34

Interview6

Respondent35

Interview7

Respondent36

Interview8

Respondent7

Job title
Vice President
Data
Driven
Sales
Technical Lead,
Application and
Server Software,
System Software
Department,
R&D
Global Product
Manager
Product
Manager, MVI
Marketing

Purpose of interview
Investigate the vision for data driven
services.
Ask clarifying questions about software
development.

Ask clarifying questions about service
development.
Ask clarifying questions about product
development.

Empirical Data Analysis
In Phase 2, the empirical data collected in Phase 1 was analyzed according to the Interpretative
Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) methodology (Lyons & Coyle, 2007). This methodology was
chosen as it has been proven to be successful in cases where the interviews have a clear pre-set
aim, are conducted in a semi-structured way and with sample sizes ranging from one to forty
participants. Thus, it can be concluded that the IPA methodology meets the requirements of the
performed interviews in Phase 1.
The first step in the IPA methodology was to identify keywords of phrases that were significant in
each interview. The second step was to group keywords and phrases into themes. Lastly, the
themes of all interviews were analyzed collectively by grouping them into clusters, for example,
factors affecting the successfulness of a transition to a service provider.
The IPA methodology was also applied to the notes taken during observations and informal
interactions. It is important to consider the fact that observations are by definition subjective, since
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it is the observer’s subjective perspective (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015). Therefore, a critical attitude
toward the empirical data was important when the analysis was conducted.
The Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis resulted in a number of clusters representing
organizational factors affecting the successfulness of a transition into a service provider. The result
was compared to the result of the literature review. The research question was analyzed based on
differences and similarities in results from empirical data collection and secondary data collection.
In Phase 3, additional data was collected through the interviews presented in Table 7 to dig deeper
into the results and clarifying questions.

Research Quality
To be able to ensure high quality, transparency and credibility of the study, the research must be
valid, reliable and generalizable. Validity considers studying the right thing related to the
problematization, purpose and research questions. Reliability is the ability to be accurate. A study
has high reliability if it produces similar results under consistent conditions. Finally,
generalizability applies to the accuracy with which results, or findings can be transferred to
situations or people other than those originally studied (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015).
3.3.1 Validity
The study is based on multiple data sources: a literature review, interviews, observations, informal
interactions and internal documents.
For the literature review, secondary data was searched for in three different databases. The same
search strategy was used for all three databased to ensure the validity of the data obtained. Source
criticism was used to select recognized sources whit a high number of quotes.
When empirical data was collected at the case company, validity was ensured through triangulating
(Eisenhardt, 1989). For the interviews, questions were created iteratively based on the knowledge
gained from theory and previous interviews. In the beginning of each interview, the interviewee
was informed about the background and purpose of the study as suggested by Collins and Hussey
(1997). In addition, terms and concepts used in the study which may be ambiguous were explained
in order to reduce ambiguities and misunderstandings.
The observations were performed when an opportunity was given to gain as much empirical data
as possible during the research period. This impacts the validity of the gathered data. It is
impossible to determine to which extent an observer influence what is said at the various occasions
when notes are taken actively during the occasions.
The drafts of the research study were discussed during four seminars at KTH with a seminar leader
and research peers to ensure the quality of the research. A senior researcher at KTH provided
guidance once a month during the research period. Interpretations and findings were discussed
during the meetings. The senior researchers did not participate in the actual fieldwork and could
therefore provide an “outside” perspective. Findings from the study were also discussed every
moth with a senior manager at Atlas Copco. In the end of the project, a presentation was held for
a wider audience at Atlas Copco, with a following discussion about the findings.
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3.3.2 Reliability
To achieve high reliability, data must be collected from reliable sources (Blomkvist & Hallin,
2015). In the literature review, data was collected from legitimate databases. Further, only those
articles that have been peer reviewed and cited by prominent researchers were used in this study,
which strengthens the reliability. The data and theory collected from literature were reviewed
critically and systematically in iterations to gain an objective understanding. The reliability of the
literature review is high, since it is possible to study the same data again. The data and theories are
however subjected to misinterpretations based on personal bias of the reader. All secondary data
sources in this study is presented along the references to increase the reliability of the study.
It is impossible to prevent interpretations when the collected empirical data is analyzed. Therefore,
the possibility of misconception is an issue. Some of the collected empirical data is based on the
interviewee’s personal experience and opinion. This is a valuable source of information, but also
subject to misinterpretations of reality.
The fact that the case study is bounded by time and place, and thereby context-dependent, implies
that one cannot replicate a case study as a whole. If the case study is performed again, at another
point of time, the context will have changed at least in some extent. This adversely affects
reliability because the study cannot be reversed.
3.3.3 Generalizability
Generalizability is the means of finding an answer from a sample population that is representable,
or generalizable, for an entire population (Hussey, et al., 2014). The generalizability of this study
can be questioned due to the research design of a single case study. It can be discussed whether
conclusions from this study can be applied to other studies. Triangulation has been used as an
attempt to increase the generalizability of the results as the case study is strengthened by the
literature review.
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4. Results and Analysis
In this chapter, the results of the case study are analyzed in relation to the theoretical background
presented in the literature review. First, an analysis is presented of the results of SQ1, followed
by an analysis of the results of the case study findings of SQ2. A framework is presented and
discussed as a result of the main research question RQ.

Servitization of Connected Manufacturing Equipment
To be able to fulfil the purpose of this study, which was to investigate how a manufacturing
equipment company can evaluate if they benefit from developing their business model towards
servitization, a main research question and two sub questions were created. In this section, the
results and analysis of SQ1 are presented. Further, the case study company’s state of servitization
when the case study was performed has been investigated and compared to the findings of the
literature review to be able to answer SQ1. The first sub question for this study was the following;
SQ1: What kind of services for connected manufacturing equipment can a company in the
industrial manufacturing equipment industry offer?
4.1.1 MVI Software Products
MVI Tools and assembly systems and Industrial Technique Service were two separate business
areas of Atlas Copco Industrial Technique, as shown in Table 1. MVI was largely responsible for
the products provided to customers in the motor vehicle industry and Industrial Technique Service
was responsible for service on the products. MVI had software and hardware support for the
products developed in Sickla, but service technicians belonged to Industrial Technique Service.
As a result, the products and services were clearly separated because of the organizational structure
of Atlas Copco Industrial Technique.
MVI‘s key expertise was manufacturing equipment for tightening technique used in assembly, for
example when assembling a car. The power tools for critical tightening had integrated sensor that
enable connectivity and data collection that provided information about equipment usage. Power
tools required controllers that had software, tightening data and configuration to be able to operate.
The tightening controller had repositioning from being merely a controller to be a platform at the
station level. The controller collected and consolidated data from tools and input from overlying
systems down to the tools, like a hub (InformalInteraction8). The controller provided connectivity
to the shop floor and real-time control. Figure 8 shows the different components on a shop floor.
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Figure 8. Illustration of different layers on the shop floor; tightening tools on the floor are communicating with the software on
the higher level through controllers (Atlas Copco’s marketing material)

MVI offered four different software products presented in Table 8. The software products were
sold as different packages based on functionality. For example, the products ToolsNet and
ToolsTalk were sold in three different packages; they had a basic package, a premium package
and a price defender between. According to the product manager for ToolsNet and ToolsTalk, it
could be difficult to sell the premium package and therefore, MVI tempted the customer with the
basic that was given at a good price to get the deal. The packages were sold as licenses. Customers
were charged a one-time fee for the software and could thereafter use it limitless except if any
function is added (PartObs7).
Table 8. Atlas Copco Industrial Technique’s current software solutions

Software
ToolsNet 8
ToolsTalk 2

QA Supervisor
Synatec SQS

Functions
Documentation of tightening
and analysis
Manage configurations for
controllers and process along
the production line
Calibration of tools
Error proofing

R&D’s location
Sickla
Sickla

Germany
Italy

MVI’s software products were built on different technical solutions (Interview3, Interview4). The
underlying reason was the historical organizational structure based on product companies and postacquisition integration problems (InformalInteraction3, InformalInteraction14, PartObs18,
PartObs19). In 2005, MVI acquired an Italian company named BLM, which was specialized in
quality assurance. In 2013, they acquired a German company named Synatec, which was
specialized in error proofing solutions. The acquired companies’ products were sold under the
Atlas Copco brand with a changed look and feel but the technical bases on which they were built
upon differed. The companies operated as independent product companies, separated from the
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development of assembly tools and production software that took place in Sickla (PartObs9). The
organizational structure of different product companies created silos, which hampered
communication and collaboration as the different teams and R&D departments worked separated
from each other with few touch points in their daily work (InformalInteraction3,
InformalInteraction14, PartObs18, PartObs19).
4.1.2 Industrial Technique Service’s Service Contracts
Industrial Technique Service provided service contracts, agreements whereby the customer
received maintenance of tools and various supports that were specified in the contract as a
subscription. Industrial Technique Service had no data driven service offerings. To develop data
driven services to provide customers with proactive recommendations to increase uptime, reduce
effects and optimize tool utilization was a great opportunity as it increase data monetization and
enables a closer relationship with the customer to optimize their processes on the shop floor
(Interview1).
4.1.3 Increased Customer Value with Interoperability
MVI had developed a concept called Smart Connected Assembly, presented in Figure 9. The circle
that connects customers’ different activities represented a vision to offer a comprehensive solution
to the customer. For the configuration part (Joint Specification, Set-up and Line Management) the
customer could use the product ToolsTalk 2, for Production and Traceability, the customer could
use ToolsNet 8 and for Error Proofing SQS and Quality Assurance QA Supervisor. On the shop
floor, users must configure the tools via a controller to tighten a joint. Line management was used
to rebalance the number of controllers on the production line or their configuration settings. To
avoid mistakes, error proofing was used to make sure that joints were tighten correctly and quality
assurance was performed afterwards to ensure that the work is performed properly. All tightening
data from the production line could be stored to enable traceability.

Figure 9. The smart connected assembly concept (Atlas Copco’s marketing material)

Customers had questioned the interoperability between components when MVI showcased their
products and software during a marketing event in 2017 (Interview4). Some of the software and
products could not work seamlessly or share data between each other because they, as previously
mentioned, were built on different technical solutions (Interview3, Interview4). According to all
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the interviewees (Interview1-8), the lack of interoperability was a weakness as interoperability
was a basic need for the customer (Interview4).
According to the former marketing manager for the Smart Connected Assembly concept, it was
frustrating for the customer that the programs could not talk to each other. For example, the user
must enter similar parameters in all systems when setting up the systems and could not track events
in the production between different programs to investigate the root cause of a problem
(Interview5). Using Apple products like iPhone and MacBook that work seamlessly, one expected
other software products from a premium brand to have the same standard of interoperability today
(Interview3). Identifying how increased interoperability between Atlas Copco's programs can
create customer value required increased knowledge of how customers used the different
components.
To define a structure for data handling that all product companies internally can use at Atlas Copco
Industrial Technique was mentioned in Interview8; “Compatible solutions create value for
everyone if you collaborate and define common data models for all companies. Atlas Copco is one
company and for the customer it can damage credibility if nothing is compatible. Everyone at Atlas
should have the same framework for defining a language, the customer thereby gains added value
since they do not have to define the model every time they connect something.” Further the
interviewee mentioned; “A risk with different systems is that all signals are “flat”. They bring no
structure with because they do not sit anywhere and do not belong to any structure, as a functional
group or a location. The intelligence disappears, and they are lost in their context.”
The Smart Connected Assembly showed that the lack of post-acquisition integration created
limitations for the solutions the company could offer its customers. It could also be noted that
service was not shown in the Smart Connected Assembly concept. Integrated development is a
key capability for successful product-service providers and thereby the organizational structure of
Atlas Copco Industrial Technique could be considered to constitute a barrier to servitization.
4.1.4 Enhance Focus on Software
Atlas Copco has been a traditional hardware company and had a long history of hardware
development (Interview3, InformalInteraction6). MVI’s key competence was the expertise in
tightening technique and had over the years succeeded in selling premium ergonomic tool to the
motor vehicle industry. It may be questioned if MVI can compete on products in the future
(Interview1, InformalInteraction8). According to a manager at MVI (Respondent31); “Anyone can
learn how to manufacture a premium ergonomic tool. The customer’s assembly process is more
complex and therefore, MVI needs to design a system, and offer solutions that solve the customer’s
assembly needs”. This required a changed mind-set from selling products to selling solutions
where software was of increased importance (InformalInetraction3, InformalInteraction4,
InformalInteraction8, InformalInteraction12). Further Respondent31 claimed: “Over the last 5
years, people have realized that we have to stop being a hardware company. This is what we have
in the walls, and this is what we have to change now. Many people are still thinking in Nm and not
in Tb”. *
*Newton meter (Nm) is a unit of torque
Terabyte (Tb) is a multiple of the unit byte for digital information
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These findings were in line with the reports made by OECD (2007) and Porter and Ketels (2003)
that recommend manufacturing companies in developed countries to compete on the basis on value
delivered rather than on the basis of cost. Additionally, adding service components to physical
products offers strategic benefits in the form of increased inimitability (Martinez et al., 2010).
Another factor that counteracted the change was that MVI’s software solutions were competitive
on the market (Interview3, InformalInteraction8), whereas the willingness to change was low as
there was no urgency and other prioritizations. MVI had a strong customer base globally and was
doing well financially (PartObs7, Document11). However, the competitive landscape of software
was increasing. The software competitors were not just other equipment manufacturers such as
Bosch Rexroth and APEX. IPM was a German software company that started in the banking
industry. This was a new type of competitor for Atlas Copco, that primarily focused on data
analysis. Other examples included QDAS owned by Hexagon and the American company Quality
Works that provided analysis of tightening data. These new types of competitors could be seen as
disruptors and according to PartObs7 they put pressure on data analysis and required Atlas Copco
to challenge themselves.
When the case study was conducted, there was no clear vision for how the case company would
develop software (Interview3, InformalInteraction3, InformalInteraction8, InformalInteraction6,
PartObs9). According to an employee at the R&D department; "Today, we do not have any
software strategy and no one at the top level that has described how systems and applications are
supposed to work, so it's up to everyone to do what they want." There were uncertainties in the
market about what the customers’ new needs actually were and how to assess sustainable technical
solutions to solve those needs (Interview3, PartObs26).
It was reasonable to assume that the uncertainty was due to rapid technology development and that
Atlas Copco Industrial Technique's customers were in different stages of digitization. According
to an employee at the R&D department (Interview 3) some major customers were in an advanced
state of how they used production data to drive insights and put high demand on Atlas Copco.
Other smaller customers considered IT to be complex and preferred not to handle it to a greater
extent (Interview3). Interview 8 supported this: “Some customers have a vision of where they want
to be when it comes to collecting data and how they want to work with the factory in a
comprehensive way and how they want to tie together levels from plant to their control system and
the overall level of different plant sites - they have a very clear pyramid of how they want to control
the different levels while others think we are the experts.” In order for Atlas Copco to succeed in
developing new solutions, it was important to raise awareness of customer needs for software
(Interview3, InformalInteraction8).
MVI had made a Voice of the Customer (VoC) about tightening technique as a structured way of
gathering knowledge about the customer needs to know how to meet those needs to achieve
customer value (PartObs16, PartObs17). The definition of customer value is presented below.
Customer value =

Satisfaction of customer needs (problems, result, feelings)
Use of customer resources (time , money, effort)
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VoC was done through in-depth interviews with customers. Interviews were transcribed, and
customer needs were extracted from the transcriptions. Furthermore, the needs could be ranked
based on customer priorities and the result could be analyzed. A VoC can be performed to gather
knowledge about what the customer’s requirements are regarding data collection, reports, data
analysis, error proofing, quality assurance etc. Having a dialogue with the customer increases
organizational knowledge about customer needs, which is important to create customer value and
know how to best fit in in the customer’s ecosystem. The long history of partnership with
customers is here an advantage for Atlas Copco (PartObs16, PartObs17).
The customers that Atlas Copco Industrial Technique possessed were divided into two categories;
Motor Vehicle Industry (MVI) and General Industry (GI). Within these segments there were
additional divisions, for example MVI had five main segments; Final Assembly, Powertrain, Tier1,
Heavy Bus and Trucks and Machine Tool Builders. GI customers were generally smaller than the
MVI customers. From the case study observations, it was found that customer demand for data
collection differed between small and large customers, and also geographically as manufacturing
companies did things differently in United States, Europe (Germany), China and Japan
(InformalInteraction8, InformalInteraction17). Furthermore, manufacturing companies also had
different requirements for data storage based on attitude to cloud-solutions due to security
concerns (Interview3). There were several advantages of data collection in the cloud compared to
fragmented databases to achieve big data, but some customers did not want to send sensitive
production data to the cloud (InformalInteraction8). Thereby, it could be stated that the customers’
needs differed, and it is of great interest for Atlas Copco to identify how and why.
When it comes to software, the stakeholders at the customer’s site who were the users of software
solutions may be different from the stakeholders that Atlas Copco Industrial Technique was used
to talk to (PartObs29). The stakeholders that Atlas Copco Industrial Technique targeted in general
are presented in Table 9.
Table 9. Stakeholders in the manufacturing equipment industry

Stakeholder
IT
Maintenance

Function
Operate and maintain

Service
Service and calibration
Quality

Atlas service technician
Tool maintenance

Maintain tool crib at the customer to ensure that the equipment is
operating

Production technician

Make quality checks and control if there is any quality problem that need
to be fixed
Team leader on the production floor, ensures good flow and is
responsible for rebalancing and keep track of how different shifts
perform and if there are any differences

Operator

User

Digitalization of the manufacturing industry required new knowledge for Atlas Copco. A
prominent topic in the case study was the internal software competence on the case company, both
in the marketing department and in the sales organization (PartObs18, PartObs19, Interview1,
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Interview3, InformalInteraction14, InformalInteraction15). In order for Atlas Copco to succeed in
developing new solutions, it was important to secure internal competence and capacity
(Interview3, InformalInteraction8).
When the internal competence was discussed during Interview8, a Product Manager at MVI
mentioned the opportunity of boosting competence with an incubator by providing an example of
an initiative made at ABB. At ABB an incubator was started separated from the main business,
and according to the Project Manager, the incubator contributed with a new way of thinking to the
organization. Designing an initiative for cooperation and development of solutions instead of
products was of great interest to MVI. Finding new ways of working would challenge the
organization’s comfortability.
4.1.5 Atlas Copco Industrial Technique’s Current State of Servitization
There are three different categories of PSS models, which are presented in Table 3. A productoriented PSS has a strong product-centric focus. The ownership of a product is transferred to the
customer and a service arrangement is provided to ensure the utility of the artefact over a given
period of time (Clayton, et al., 2012). PSSs with a higher level of service are either use-oriented
or result-oriented. In these PSSs, the ownership of the product is retained by the manufacturer who
sells the “function” of the product as a service. In OECD (2007) and Porter & Ketels (2003)
reports, manufacturing companies in developed countries are recommended to seek higher level
of servitization in the servitization continuum presented in Figure 1 to compete on the basis on
value delivered rather than on the basis of cost. A driver for servitization is the increased global
competition that entails growth in alternative low-cost sources of supply (Baines, et al., 2009).
The MVI business unit was in the PSS model category product-oriented PSS, as both equipment
tools and software solutions were sold as products. The ownership was transferred to the customer
and a service arrangement was provided to ensure the utility of the artefact over a given period of
time. Industrial Technique Service had reached a higher level of servitization as they provided
maintenance and support as a service.
There are various possibilities for MVI if they consider transiting to a higher level of servitization;
either to develop a use-oriented PSS or a result-oriented for either products or software or for both
products and software. This means that they can lease the tools like Hilti or sell software as a
subscription. According to the software R&D manager, buying software as a service inclusive
upgrades, ensuring the latest version and the guarantee that it works, would increase value for the
customer (InformalInteraction14).
The highest level of servitization would imply a “Pay-per-tightening” model where MVI offers a
customized mix of services and maintains ownership of the products. The customer pays only for
the provision of agreed results. Atlas Copco’s customers do not make money by owning tools;
they make it by using them as efficiently as possible. Like Hilti, Atlas Copco could help the
customers get the job done by selling use or result instead of the tools themselves by managing the
customers’ tool crib and provide the best tool at the right time and quickly perform tool repairs,
replacements, and upgrades, for a periodical fee.
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A case study made by Parida et al. (2014) of eleven Swedish and Finnish manufacturing companies
suggests that focus on the lower value-adding services presented in Figure 3 is a necessary starting
point for becoming a services-oriented company, but they are not sufficient to drive revenue
growth. The financial benefits of servitization for companies in the manufacturing equipment
industry increase with higher servitization levels. Parida et al. (2014) claim that a throughout and
comprehensive organizational conversion is required to generate significant financial value from
higher level of servitization.
In the case study on Atlas Copco Industrial Technique, it was found that a customer center in
Canada had made a local initiative to create a subscription model for MVI’s product ToolsNet (a
software program for data documentation and analysis). The initiative was made for smaller
customers who did not have the budget to purchase ToolsNet licenses in one go. For those small
customers, the local customer center created another business model consisting of ToolsNet sold
subscription-based, packaged with a service contract. Larger customers often had budget to spend
on a new project to build a line within a year. Smaller customers tended to have a limited budget
and capital expenditure (InformalInteraction17).
Customer pains identified by the customer center in Canada were for example that some customers
were not proficient on using ToolsNet. In some cases, the customers bought the software but did
not know how to use it due to lack of training or knowledge (InformalInteraction17). Further,
according to the customer center in Canada, the customers wanted professional product
installation, product training and prioritized support when needed. The service department did
offer that, but the quality of service support depended on customer centers’ capacity because it
was localized actions (InformalInteraction17).
According to the product manager for ToolsNet in Nacka, the local initiative was difficult to take
further as they did not have any solid business case. The Canadian model had issues with pricing
and service support capabilities (InformalInteraction14, InformalInteraction17). These findings
are supported by Parida et al. (2014) that have identified business model design and service
delivery network management as two of four key capabilities for successful product service
providers. The key capability integrated development can also be considered to have affected the
outcome of the Canadian initiative because the initiative was handled locally and not by the entire
organization. Capability network management was not mentioned in the case study of Atlas Copco
Industrial Technique.

Pros and Cons of Servitization to Atlas Copco Industrial Technique
In this section, the results and analysis of SQ2 are presented. The second sub question for this
study was the following;
SQ2: What are the pros and cons of servitization for Atlas Copco Industrial Technique?
As a result of the analysis of SQ2, five key areas were identified that showed opportunities to
integrating service in product offerings but also critical obstacles to servitization at MVI. The key
areas were; organizational structure, virtualizing hardware, the internal vision, enhance focus on
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advanced analytics and service, and low market acceptance of servitization. In this section, these
five key areas are explained further.
4.2.1 Organizational Structure
A key finding of the observations made during the case study was that Atlas Copco had been a
traditional hardware company that developed more and more software. The organization had a
“product-oriented mind-set” that was reflected in the organizational activities, for example the
planning of new product releases was done per product group, the weekly meetings were held in
product teams and the employees at the MVI department were divided into a “controller and
software team” and a “tools team” (PartObs1, PartObs2, PartObs10-13, PartObs20, PartObs27).
In the manufacturing equipment industry, it was increasingly important to provide holistic
solutions rather than selling products or product features. Atlas Copco was a large company and a
structure was needed to organize the workforce and reduce bureaucracy, but the silo structure of
different product owners also became an obstacle. An initiative was needed partly to put focus on
a holistic concept that solved the customer’s needs but also to increase touch points and
communication between various teams within MVI and other departments such as R&D and
service, as well as the product companies abroad.
4.2.2 Virtualizing Hardware
It is an organizational shift in mind-set transition from value in software and not in hardware. A
controller provided connectivity and real-time control to the shop floor. MVI had developed virtual
controllers called “virtual stations” that provided the necessary process control at the station
instead of traditional hardware boxes. The concept of virtual stations eliminated the need for
hardware at the station and new wireless stations could be added simply by adding new virtual
stations. The virtual stations could also be moved on the line, allowing for flexible rebalancing of
production lines. The virtual station concepts clearly represented a change from value created by
boxes and cables to software and wireless smart devices (PartObs7, PartObs8). The monetary
value decreases when physical things become digital, for example the price of a virtual controller
was approximately 60% of the price of a traditional hardware controller (PartObs24). A team
within MVI had questioned whether the tightening controller needed the physical shape that it had,
or if it could be digitized. Digitized hardware required new business models to be profitable, which
could open up for higher level of servitization in the future.
4.2.3 The Internal Vison
It could be interpreted as an organizational strength that all interviewees in the case study agreed
that interoperability between the software solutions was an area for improvement. There was a
common view internally that software solutions should be able to share data and thereby be
integrated to one platform. There was consensus among the interviewees that the software should
not be sold as a monolith, that is one big product with all possible functionalities (Interview3), but
rather that different functions or building blocks should be sold to the customer separately based
on customer needs, for example, as Adobe has packaged its software. The Adobe programs seen
in Figure 10, had one platform where user could download and pay for various functions that they
needed for a periodic fee.
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Figure 10. Illustration of the Adobe Package (UMIT, 2018)

In the long-term, it would be a great advantage for Atlas Copco to have a multi-functional platform
rather than many platforms with limited functionalities. There was a common desire for modularity
among the interviewees to design a package of functions for each customer to satisfy their specific
needs (Interview5, PartObs18). Based on these findings, it was reasonable to assume that selling
functionalities on a platform where the customer chooses from a flexible offer might be interesting
for Atlas Copco. How to do this requires further investigation, but it also opens up for a higher
level of servitization.
With regards to software development, a number of requirements arose during the interviews.
According to an employee on R&D in Sickla; “Every software supplier (Sickla, Italy and
Germany) should keep control over development and delivery to remain a high development rate
and reduce time to market (Interview3)”. Furthermore, it was important that all parties continue
to develop what they were good at to have specialized products (Interview3,
InformalInteraction31). Separate applications for different usage areas were vital as it enabled
experts to focus on their expertise and develop industry-leading solutions (Interview3).
4.2.4 Enhance Focus on Advanced Analytics and Service
Manufacturing companies’ production systems were becoming increasingly complex and more
and more production critical operations would rely on networked systems. To manage
configuration, software versioning and access control would be vital to maintain quality control
and uptime in production (Document6). In addition, higher flexibility in production was required
due to customization. This meant that service support was becoming increasingly important, as the
new customer needs created a need for expertise. These case findings were aligned with Olivia &
Kallenberg (2003) that claim that customers in the manufacturing industry demand more services
due to increased technological complexity that leads to higher specialization.
The key strength that Atlas Copco possessed was their expertise in tightening analysis that the
organization had developed over decades. To be competitive, Atlas Copco Industrial Technique
should strengthen its analytics platform and intensify the development of data-driven services such
as predictive maintenance. There are four different levels of data analytics: descriptive analytics,
diagnostics, predictive and preventive analytic (PartObs29). Atlas Copco Industrial Technique
offered descriptive analytics. To create algorithms that could analyze streamed data (in cloud or
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server based within the factory walls) combined with traditional analytics using Atlas Copco's
experienced technicians’ expertise (Document9) would increase the value provided from data
(PartObs29, Interview1). Another option was to create an access point were the customer could
access production data to do its own analysis. There were many third-party companies that were
experts in data analysis. The software R&D manager stated; “We have discussed who owns the
data? If we analysis the data, can we sell the analysis for a price? If the provide recommendations,
how much does that increase the value? Can we sell the access to an API to the customer or a
third part?” (InformalInteraction14). This was also mentioned in Interview 8; “If you are going
to analyze the curve - why not ask third-party companies that are good at it to do it for you?”.
Interview 8 also discussed the possibility to build a platform where the customer can access the
data and only pay for the data they need.
Another highlighted topic was predicative maintenance, which as seen in Figure 3 is a higher level
of servitization. According to Interview 8; "The customers have asked us what they are supposed
to do with all data. They have said that you have our data why cannot you tell us when we should
maintain our tools and give us notifications." Also, the Business Line Manager for MVI Nordics
highlighted that some customers demanded more smart features like optimized tool maintenance
(Interview4). Collaboration between MVI and Industrial Technique Service was important to
enhance the development of data driven services. The organizational silo structure could be an
obstacle and therefore, a common vision was important.
Any environmental advantages of an outcome-based contract have not been mentioned during the
case study. Shifting focus from manufacturing and distribution to service entails an
environmentally friendly mind-set as resources are treated as scarce. For example, Hilti is
responsible for its products throughout the product cycle and thus there is an initiative to focus on
for example making the products recyclable.
4.2.5 Low Market Acceptance of Servitization
Transforming from being a product manufacturer to service provider constitutes a major
managerial challenge (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003). The transformation must be done
wholeheartedly to be successful. If not, there is a high risk of failure and in worst case, it can
damage the brand.
As a result of the observation and interviews in the case study, it could be stated that there was no
internally excitement about servitization at MVI. The business unit was doing well financially, and
a new pricing strategy was not a priority. According to management and salespeople at Atlas
Copco Industrial Technique (Interview2, PartObs14, PartObs19), the reason for this was that the
customers within the motor vehicle industry did not appreciate the business model of purchasing
services. According to Resondent31 the culture to receive a regular subscription invoice did not
exist at the customer (InformalInteraction4). If customers were used to purchasing software
products based on functionality for a one-time fee, establishing a subscription model could be
difficult if no-one else on the market did.
There is really no point in instituting a new business model unless it is not only new to the company
but in some way new or game changing to the industry or market. To do otherwise is a waste of
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time and money and this might be the case for Atlas Copco Industrial Technique. Several
interviewees questioned how mature the customers were for new business models
(InformalInteraction14). It would be a risky strategy for Atlas Copco Industrial Technique to
switch to a new value-based pricing strategy if they believed that customers did not want it.
According to Interview1; “In the long-term perspective, the journey towards servitization has
begun. We go towards a service-oriented society because of economic growth. E.g. subscribe to
Spotify instead of buying CDs and have access to everything instead. It does not happen overnight;
the transformation takes several years. It begins by accepting at home because it is the same people
that go to work later and buy the idea of subscription. It is a mental process that starts with
reasoning and revaluates the value of physical ownership.” The industrial landscape was changing
fast as seen with virtualized hardware and new requirements on software from customers.
Therefore, it is of great importance for Atlas Copco to monitor the market’s readiness for new
value propositions.

Evaluation of Readiness of Servitization Framework
In this section, the results and analysis of the main research question of this study is presented.
The main research question for this study was the following;
RQ: How can manufacturing companies evaluate if they benefit from developing their business
model towards servitization?
There was limited research in the field of servitization on how manufacturing companies can
evaluate if they benefit from developing new solutions with a higher level of servitization. In the
literature review for this study, three findings were encountered. Kowalkowski & Ulaga (2017)
propose a twelve-step roadmap, as seen in Figure 5, to profitable service growth. The roadmap
focuses on questions that can be asked internally to reflect on the readiness for servitization. Parida
et al. (2014) focus heavily on internal resources and capabilities that are required for profitable
service growth. Martinez et al. (2016) have listed four steps to assess the readiness of an
organization and market to shift to servitization.
In the case study on Atlas Copco Industrial Technique, it was found that uncertainty about
customer needs and the market acceptance of the new value proposition that servitization entails,
constituted obstacles to develop new solutions with a higher level of servitization. The finding
indicated that it is of great importance to a manufacturing company to assess readiness both
internally and externally when evaluating if they benefit from developing new solutions with a
higher level of servitization.
This study showed that a key element in the evaluation of servitization is to ensure that you have
an understanding of whether key stakeholders are to accept the changes that the transition to
service entails. This can be done by assessing how ready the market is to accept a new value
proposition and how ready the organization is to deliver the new value proposition.
A framework called Evaluation of readiness of servitization that is presented in Figure 11 has been
developed as a result of this study. In the evaluation of servitization, a company in the
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manufacturing equipment industry should consider three factors for the new verses the existing
solution. The three factors are; Value proposition’s fulfilment of customer needs, Market
acceptance of value proposition and Internal capabilities to develop and deliver the solution. All
three factors must be considered for a justified evaluation.

Investigate
customer needs
and market
acceptance of a
new solution with a
higher level of
servitization

Existing solution
- Value proposition’s
fulfilment of customer
needs

New solution with
a higher level of
servitization
- Value proposition’s
fulfilment of customer
needs
- Market acceptance of
value proposition
- Internal resources and
capabilities to develop
and deliver the
solution

Figure 11. Evaluation of readiness of servitization in the manufacturing equipment industry framework

The evaluation requires a high level of knowledge about the customers. Therefore, a first step to
using this framework is to identify the customer's needs. Thereafter the new and existing solution’s
fulfilment of customer needs can be evaluated. If the value proposition for the new solution does
not fulfil the customer needs, another solution is needed. If the market acceptance of value
proposition is low, the market readiness becomes an obstacle.
The company will benefit both competitively and financially from developing the new solution if
the new solution with a higher level of servitization has a value proposition that fulfil the customer
needs better than the existing solution and a high market acceptance of value proposition. The new
solution will however only be beneficial if the transition to be a service provider is done
successfully. If the internal capability to develop and deliver the solution is low, key stakeholders
must accept the changes that a shift to a higher level of servitization entails otherwise it is difficult
to transits successfully and it can be harmful to the organization. For the internal capabilities, an
organization must be aware that services require organizational principles, structures and processes
new to the product manufacturer. Not only are new capabilities, metrics and initiatives needed, but
also the emphasis of a changed mind-set from the understanding of values. For a service provider,
value is attained from the use of an offering aiming at achieving customer goals.
The framework that has been developed in this study is aligned with the framework provided by
Martinez et al. (2018) as they both focus on fulfilment of customer needs and readiness. However,
the framework differs from the guideline provided by Kowalkowski & Ulaga (2017) as
Kowalkowski & Ulaga do not address market readiness, a factor that in this study has been
assessed as important to consider.
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5 Conclusions
In this chapter, key findings from the research are presented to fulfil the purpose of this study,
which is to investigate how servitization can create value for an industrial manufacturing
equipment company, and future work is proposed.

Conclusions of the study
In the manufacturing equipment industry, digitalization of manufacturing equipment is a
prerequisite for higher level of servitization, such as maintenance and product support services.
Sensors integrated in manufacturing equipment allow connectivity and data collection that provide
information about usage.
The purpose of this study was to investigate how a manufacturing equipment company can
evaluate if they benefit from developing their business model towards servitization to get an
understanding of which factors that affect the successfulness of a transition to a higher level of
servitization. The study was conducted through on a literature review and a single case study on
the case company Atlas Copco Industrial Technique.
As a result of the literature review, it was found that there are three different categories of PSS
models. A product-oriented PSS has a strong product-centric focus. The ownership of a product is
transferred to the customer and a service arrangement is provided to ensure the utility of the
artefact over a given period of time. PSSs with a higher level of servitization are either use-oriented
or result-oriented. In these PSSs, the ownership of the product is retained by the manufacturer who
sells the “function” of the product as a service.
In reports by OECD (2007) and Porter & Ketels (2003), manufacturing companies in developed
countries are recommended to seek higher level of servitization in the servitization continuum to
compete on the basis on value delivered rather than on the basis of cost. A driver for servitization
is the increased global competition that entails growth in alternative low-cost sources of supply.
A case study made by Parida et al. (2014) on eleven Swedish and Finnish manufacturing
companies suggests that focusing on add-on services, such as phone support and product
demonstrations, is a necessary starting point for becoming a services-oriented company, but they
are not sufficient to drive revenue growth. The financial benefits of servitization for companies in
the manufacturing equipment industry increase with higher servitization levels, such as operating
customer processes or sold products. Thereby, a throughout and comprehensive organizational
conversion is required to generate significant financial value from higher level of servitization.
There was limited research in the field of servitization on how manufacturing companies can
evaluate if they benefit from developing new solutions with a higher level of servitization. The
case study on Atlas Copco Industrial Technique showed that uncertainty about customer needs and
the market acceptance of the new value proposition that servitization entails, constituted obstacles
to develop new solutions with a higher level of servitization. The case study also indicated that it
was of great importance to a manufacturing company to assess readiness both internally and
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externally when evaluating if they benefit from developing new solutions with a higher level of
servitization. Internal readiness refers to the company’s internal resources and capabilities to
develop and deliver the solution, and external readiness refers to the value proposition’s fulfilment
of customer needs and the timing of market acceptance of the value proposition. Furthermore, the
case study showed that a key element in the evaluation of servitization is to ensure that you have
an understanding of whether key stakeholders are to accept the changes that the transition to
services entails. Consequently, the organization’s readiness to deliver a new value proposition is
another important factor to assess.
Atlas Copco has been a traditional hardware company and has a long history of hardware
development. It may be questionable whether MVI can compete on products in the future. The
MVI business unit is in the PSS model category product-oriented PSS, as both equipment tools
and software solutions are sold as products. When the case study was performed, customers
increasingly demanded holistic solutions instead of products, which requires new knowledge for
Atlas Copco. A prominent subject in the case study was the internal software competence, both
within the marketing department and in the sales organization, as well as operating methods to
increase focus on developing holistic solutions instead of products.
As a result of the analysis of the empirical data collection in the case study, five key areas were
identified that showed opportunities to integrate service in product offerings but also critical
obstacles to servitization at MVI. The key areas were; organizational structure, virtualizing
hardware, the internal vision, enhance focus on advanced analytics and service, and low market
acceptance of servitization.
At Atlas Copco Industrial Technique, the products and services were clearly separated as a result
of the organizational structure of Atlas Copco Industrial Technique. Initiatives were required to
increase touchpoints between the business units and to establish a shared vision. Virtualizing
hardware was a huge enabler for servitization as monetary value decreases when physical things
become digital. Further, MVI’s software products were built on different technical solutions which
constituted an obstacle for servitization. To sustainably increase interoperability between Atlas
Copco’s components, a common language and data structure should be investigated.
Industrial Technique Service provided service contracts with a high level of servitization. To
develop data driven services to provide customers with proactive recommendations to increase
uptime, reduce effects and optimize tool utilization to increase data monetization and work closer
with the customer was a great opportunity. A key driver for development was competitors
focusing only on data analysis, that put pressure on software solutions and required Atlas Copco
to challenge themselves.
In the case study, it was found that a number of managers at Atlas Copco believed that the
customers within the motor vehicle industry did not appreciate the pricing model of purchasing
manufacturing equipment or data insights as a service. Therefore, it was concluded that internally
at MVI, there was an opinion that the market acceptance of servitization within the motor vehicle
industry was low.
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A framework called Evaluation of readiness of servitization has been developed as a result of this
study. Based on the findings in this study, a company in the manufacturing equipment industry
should consider the following three factors in the evaluation of servitization; Value proposition’s
fulfilment of customer needs, Market acceptance of value proposition and Internal capabilities to
develop and deliver the solution. All three factors must be considered for a justified evaluation.

Future work
In this study, three areas of future research have been identified. Firstly, Atlas Copco Industrial
Technique has mostly talked to the customers about tightening and it would be interesting to
investigate which stakeholders are most interesting for software and make a VoC with them to
identify customer needs. Secondly, this study showed that it might be interesting for Atlas Copco
to create a common internal language for data management and data models to create a structure
for building systems, which would be interesting to investigate further. Finally, designing an
initiative for cooperation and development of solutions instead of products is of interest.
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Appendix 1 – Respondents at Atlas Copco
Code

Frequency of Interactions

Respondent1

A couple of informal interactions, part of two Former product manager in MVI. Had
interviews (both during pre-study) and part of been at Atlas Copco for almost 10
several
meetings
where
participant years.
observations were made. Part of reference
meetings.

Respondent2

Once or twice weekly informal interactions, Product manager in MVI. Had been at
part of two interviews (both during pre-study) Atlas Copco for 2 years.
and part of several meetings where participant
observations were made. Part of reference
meetings.

Respondent3

Once or twice weekly informal interactions Business manager in MVI. Had been at
and part of several meetings where participant Atlas Copco over 10 years.
observations were made. Part of reference
meetings.

Respondent4

Several informal interactions, part of one Product manager in MVI. Had been at
interview during pre-study and part of several Atlas Copco for 7 years.
meetings where participant observations were
made. Part of reference meetings.

Respondent5

A couple of informal interactions, part of
several
meetings
where
participant
observations were made.
No informal interactions, part of several
meetings where participant observations were
made.
Several informal interactions, part of several
meetings where participant observations were
made.
No informal interactions, part of several
meetings where participant observations were
made.
No informal interactions, part of several
meetings where participant observations were
made.
No informal interactions, part of several
meetings where participant observations were
made.
Several informal interactions, part of several
meetings where participant observations were
made.
Several informal interactions, part of several
meetings where participant observations were
made.

Respondent6

Respondent7

Respondent8

Respondent9

Respondent10

Respondent11

Respondent12

Description

Product manager in MVI. Had been at
Atlas Copco for over 10 years.
Product manager in MVI. Had been at
Atlas Copco for 15 years.
Product manager in MVI. Had been at
Atlas Copco for 2 years.
Product manager in MVI. Had been at
Atlas Copco over 10 years.
Product manager in MVI. Had been at
Atlas Copco for 5 years.
Product manager in MVI. Had been at
Atlas Copco for over 15 years.
Support manager in MVI. Had been at
Atlas Copco for 7 years.
Software support in MVI. Had been at
Atlas Copco for 7 years.

I

Respondent13

Respondent14

Respondent15

Respondent16

Respondent17

Respondent18

Respondent19

Respondent20

Respondent21
Respondent22
Respondent23
Respondent24

Respondent25

Respondent26

Respondent27
Respondent28
Respondent29
Respondent30

Several informal interactions, part of several
meetings where participant observations were
made.
One informal interaction, part of several
meetings where participant observations were
made.
One informal interaction, part of several
meetings where participant observations were
made.
One informal interaction, part of several
meetings where participant observations were
made.
A couple of informal interaction, part of
several
meetings
where
participant
observations were made.
One informal interaction, part of several
meetings where participant observations were
made.
No informal interaction, one interaction
during pre-study. Participant observations
were made at several informal interactions.
Part of reference seminars.
No
informal
interaction.
Participant
observations were made at several informal
interactions. Part of reference seminars.
Held a formal meeting where participant
observations were conducted.

Product specialist. Had been at Atlas
Copco for 5 years.

Held a formal meeting where participant
observations were conducted.
No informal interaction, one interaction
during pre-study.
No informal interaction, participated in a
meeting where participant observations were
made.
Several informal interactions, part of several
meetings where participant observations were
made.
Several informal interactions, part of several
meetings where participant observations were
made.
One informal interaction, participated in one
interview.
One informal interaction, participated in one
interview.
One informal interaction, participated in one
interview.
One informal interaction.

R&D manager.

Vice president marketing in MVI. Had
been at Atlas Copco over 10 years.
Product manager in MVI. Had been at
Atlas Copco over 10 years.
Product manager in MVI. Had been at
Atlas Copco for 4 years.
Voice of the Customer manager in
MVI. Had been at Atlas Copco for 10
years.
Voice of the Customer manager in
BLM.
Manager Software Development. Had
been at Atlas Copco over 10 years.

Team leader software development.

Sales manager.

UX Lead manager. Had been at Atlas
Copco for 6 years.
Technical support.

Project Leader MVI.

Product manager in MVI.

Team Leader Data Driven Services
Regional Sales Manager US
Regional Sales Manager US
Global Electric Vehicle Segment MVI

II

Respondent31

Several informal interactions.

Respondent32
Respondent33

Participated in one interview.
Several informal interactions, held a formal
meeting where participant observations were
conducted.
Participated in one interview.
Several informal interactions, participated in
one interview.

Respondent34
Respondent35

Respondent36
Respondent37
Respondent38

Participated in one interview.
Several informal interactions.
One informal interaction.

Key Account Manager Daimler. Had
been at Atlas Copco for 22 years.
Background as mechanical engineer.
Business Line Manager, MVI Nordic.
Product Marketing Synatec.

Vice President Data Driven Sales.
Technical Lead, Application and
Server Software, System Software
Department, R&D.
Global Product Manager.
External Consultant.
Technical Product Owner, Controller
Software Engineering.

III

Appendix 2 – Interviews at Atlas Copco
Code

Respondent

Date

Recorded

Location

Interview1
Interview2
Interview3
Interview4
Interview5
Interview6
Interview7
Interview8

Respondent27
Respondent28
Respondent20
Respondent32
Respondent34
Respondent35
Respondent36
Respondent7

2018-03-21
2018-03-21
2018-03-23
2018-03-27
2018-04-12
2018-04-18
2018-04-12
2018-05-14

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Atlas Copco Sickla
Skype interview
Atlas Copco Sickla
Atlas Copco Sickla
Atlas Copco Sickla
Atlas Copco Sickla
Skype interview
Atlas Copco Sickla

IV

Appendix 3 – Participant Observations and Formal Meetings at Atlas
Copco
Code

Description

PartObs1

Weekly
meeting

Respondent
Present

Date

Time

Taped Notes Document Location

MVI Respondent1,
Respondent2,
Respondent3,
Respondent4,
Respondent7,
Respondent8,
Respondent9,
Respondent10,
Respondent11,
Respondent12,
Respondent13,
Respondent21,
Respondent25
Sales training
Respondent1,
Respondent2,
Respondent3,
Respondent4,
Respondent7,
Respondent8,
Respondent9,
Respondent10,
Respondent11,
Respondent12,
Respondent13,
Respondent21,
Respondent25
R&D
Respondent22
introduction

2018- 30min No
01-15

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
Sickla

2018- 6h
01-16

No

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
Sickla

2018- 3h
01-17

No

Yes

N.A.

PartObs4

Supervisor
meeting

2018- 30min No
01-23

Yes

N.A.

PartObs5

UX introduction Respondent23

2018- 1h
01-24

No

Yes

N.A.

PartObs6

FMS
Introduction

2018- 30min No
01-24

Yes

N.A.

PartObs7

TT2 &
training

2018- 2h
01-29

No

Yes

N.A.

PartObs8

PF6000
introduction

2018- 1h
02-02

No

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
Sickla
Atlas
Copco
Sickla
Atlas
Copco
Sickla
Atlas
Copco
Sickla
Atlas
Copco
Sickla
Atlas
Copco
Sickla

PartObs2

PartObs3

Respondent3

Respondent12

TN8 Respondent2

Respondent2

V

PartObs9

QA / ToolsNet / Respondent1, 2018- 2h
Nacka
SW Respondent3, 02-05
meeting
Respondent4,
Respondent15,
Respondent19
Respondent20,
Respondent24

PartObs10 PF6
Flex
Reference Team
meeting + SW
testing
PartObs11 PF6
Flex
Reference Team
meeting + SW
testing
PartObs12 PF6
Flex
Reference Team
meeting + SW
testing
PartObs13 Weekly
MVI
meeting

PartObs14

PartObs15

PartObs16

PartObs17

PartObs18

No

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
Sickla

Respondent6,
Respondent7

2018- 4h
02-06

No

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
Sickla

Respondent6,
Respondent7

2018- 4h
02-07

No

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
Sickla

Respondent6,
Respondent7

2018- 4h
02-08

No

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
Sickla

Respondent1, 2018- 30min No
Respondent2, 02-12
Respondent3,
Respondent4,
Respondent7,
Respondent8,
Respondent9,
Respondent10,
Respondent11,
Respondent12,
Respondent13,
Respondent21,
Respondent25
Discussion
Respondent19 2018- 1h
No
about research
02-14
topic
Discussion
Respondent14 2018- 1h
No
about research
02-16
topic
In
depth Respondent17 2018- 2h
No
interview
02-19
training
VoC extract of Respondent17 2018- 2h
No
needs
from
02-19
interview
training
BLM Visit
Respondent2, 2018- 6h
No
Respondent15, 03-01
Respondent16

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
Sickla

Yes

N.A.

Yes

N.A.

Yes

N.A.

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
Sickla
Atlas
Copco
Sickla
Atlas
Copco
Sickla
Atlas
Copco
Sickla

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
BLM

VI

PartObs19 BLM Visit

Respondent2,
Respondent15,
Respondent16
Respondent2,
Respondent3,
Respondent4,
Respondent5,
Respondent7,
Respondent8,
Respondent10,
Respondent12,
Respondent13
Respondent4,
Respondent12,
Respondent26,
Respondent25,
Respondent7,
Respondent9
Respondent2,
Respondent3,
Respondent5,
Respondent8,
Respondent9,
Respondent10,
Respondent11,
Respondent12,
Respondent13,
Respondent25,
Respondent26
Respondent12,
Respondent33

2018- 3h
03-02

PartObs23 Weekly meeting Respondent1,
SW
and Respondent2,
Controllers
Respondent4,
Respondent5,
Respondent7
PartObs24 PF6 Anywhere
Respondent5
R&D Meeting
and represents
from the R&D
department
PartObs25 Weekly MVI
Respondent2,
meeting
Respondent3,
Respondent5,
Respondent8,
Respondent9,
Respondent10,
Respondent11,
Respondent12,

PartObs20 Weekly
meeting

MVI

PartObs21 Value
Model
training

PartObs22 Weekly
meeting

MVI

PartObs23 SQS
Product
update

No

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
BLM
Atlas
Copco
Sickla

2018- 30min No
03-06

Yes

N.A.

2018- 6h
03-15

No

Yes

N.A.

Quality
Hotel
Sickla

2018- 30min No
03-19

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
Sickla

2018- 2h
03-19

No

Yes

N.A.

2018- 1h
03-26

No

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
Sickla
Atlas
Copco
Sickla

2018- 3h
03-27

No

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
Sickla

2018- 30min No
04-09

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
Sickla

VII

PartObs26 Synatec
meeting
PartObs27 Weekly MVI
meeting

Respondent13,
Respondent25,
Respondent26
Respondent3
2018- 4h
05-07

No

Yes

N.A.

Respondent2, 2018- 30min No
Respondent3, 05-14
Respondent5
Respondent7,
Respondent9,
Respondent10,
Respondent12,
Respondent14,
Respondent25
Respondent26

Yes

N.A.

Atlas
Copco
Sickla
Atlas
Copco
Sickla

VIII

Appendix 4 – Informal Interactions at Atlas Copco
Code

Respondent

Date

Notes Location
taken

Description

InformalInteraction1

Respondent1

2018-01-22

Yes

Public

Discussion
lunch
Respondent1

InformalInteraction2

Respondent1

2018-01-31

Yes

Public

InformalInteraction3

Respondent2

2018-03-02

Yes

Taxi from BLM
to airport

InformalInteraction3

Respondent30

2018-03-19

Yes

Atlas
Sickla

Copco

InformalInteraction4

Respondent31

2018-03-20

Yes

Atlas
Sickla

Copco

InformalInteraction5

Respondent12

2018-03-21

Yes

Atlas
Sickla

Copco

InformalInteraction6

Respondent31

2018-03-23

Yes

Atlas
Sickla

Copco

InformalInteraction7

Respondent16

2018-03-23

Yes

Atlas
Sickla

Copco

InformalInteraction8

Respondent5

2018-03-26

Yes

Copco

InformalInteraction9

Respondent12

2018-03-27

Yes

Atlas
Sickla
Atlas
Sickla

InformalInteraction10

Respondent3

2018-03-28

Yes

Atlas
Sickla

Copco

InformalInteraction11

Respondent33

2018-03-28

Yes

Webex meeting

InformalInteraction12

Respondent37

2018-04-06

Yes

Nantes

Discussion
over
lunch
with
Respondent1
Small talk in the taxi
to airport from BLM
visit.
Informal discussion
at the office in
Sickla.
Informal discussion
at the office in
Sickla.
Discussion about the
components in the
Smart
Connected
Assembly concept.
Small talk on the
phone
discussing
how
to
sell
functions.
Discussion
about
QA Supervisor at
the Sickla office.
Introduction to PF6
Anywhere.
Discussion about the
components in the
Smart
Connected
Assembly concept.
Discussion about
the software
competitors and
strategy.
Introduction to the
software product
SQS.
Discussion about
Atlas Copco’s
strategy work.

Copco

IX

over
with

InformalInteraction13

Respondent3

2018-04-09

Yes

Atlas
Sickla

InformalInteraction14

Respondent19

2018-04-11

Yes

InformalInteraction15

Respondent38

2018-04-11

Yes

InformalInteraction16

Respondent35

2018-04-19

Yes

InformalInteraction17

Respondent2

2018-05-04

Yes

Atlas
Sickla
Atlas
Sickla
Atlas
Sickla
Atlas
Sickla

Copco Discussion about
post-acquisition
situation.
Copco Discussion about
protocols.
Copco Discussion about
protocols.
Copco Discussion about
protocols.
Copco Discussion about
subscription.

X

Appendix 5 – Secondary Sources
Code

Description

Secret

Date

Person

Document1

TT2
&
TN8
marketing
material
Voice
of
the
customer
cards
tightening
UX Personas
TT2
&
TN8
development
QA development
Smart connected
assembly internal
material
Voice
of
the
customer
cards
QA
Value
Model
course material
IoT Platforms
TN Rework
Atlas
Copco
Annual
Report
2017

Public

2018-01-29

Respondent2

Secret

2018-01-29

Respondent17

Secret
Secret

2018-02-05
2018-02-05

Respondent23
Respondent2

Secret
Secret

2018-02-05
2018-02-16

Respondent24
Respondent1

Secret

2018-03-02

Respondent18

Secret

2018-03-15

Secret
Secret
Public

2018-03-29
2018-04-12
2018-04-12

Document2

Document3
Document4
Document5
Document6

Document7

Document8
Document 9
Document10
Document11

Respondent14
Respondent33

XI
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